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western mountains of Burma ; while the rivers, which all ran north
and south and thus were no longer of value to us as defensive
obstacles, served as good lines of approach and supply for the
enemy, who in Rangoon and Bassein had secured two valuable base
ports.
Late in March, after a series of devastating attacks on our aero-
dromes had so depleted our already inadequate squadrons as to
compel the withdrawal of their remnants to India, two Japanese
divisions moved up the Irrawaddy on Prome, while two others
struck up the Sittang against General Stilwell's Chinese at
Toungoo, who narrowly escaped envelopment and capture;
Prome also fell, and our troops were compelled to fight a series of
difficult and dangerous delaying actions at Thyetmyo and Magwe
to gain time for the destruction of the extensive oil fields around
Yenangyaung, half way between Prome and Mandalay. Our
front was much too extended for our small available forces, and the
gaps inevitably left in it afforded ample opportunities for hostile
infiltration; so that while our rearguard was still fighting in
Yenangyaung, a strong Japanese column from. the east cut in
between it and our main body and severed its sole route of escape ;
however it was safely extricated after confused fighting. Neverthe-
less by the end of April the Allies were back on the line Kyauk-
padaung-Meiktila, covering Mandalay and the northern stretch
of the Burma road through Lashio into the Yunnan province of
China; this road had, however, already lost its immediate value
by the severance of its southern link with Rangoon and the sea.
It was clear that in face of the hostile superiority on the ground
and in the air all that General Alexander could now hope to achieve
was to gain as much time as possible for India to build up her
eastern frontier defences, and then to extricate his forces, the
Chinese via the Burma road into Yunnan and the Burma Corps via
Manipur to Assam.
The Japanese now launched a motorised column through a gap
in the 6th Chinese Army's front east of Taunggyi, to sever the
Burma road at Hsipaw and Lashio on April 30. Cut off from direct
communication with Yunnan, General Stilwell's Chinese fell back
northwards, broke through a hostile force stationed at Maymyo
to block their new line of retreat, and eventually, after a toilsome
and costly march, got back, some to their homeland, by way of
Bharno, others to Assam by the Hukawng valley or by Homalin.
The British equally endangered by this Japanese thrust, had to
follow suit. The enemy occupied Mandalay and Monywa on May 2,
threatening a double envelopment of the positions of the ist Burma
Corps on the Irrawaddy between these two towns ; but a series of
skilful flank and rearguard actions kept the jaws of the pincers
open long enough to allow it to fall back over indifferent routes by

